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Poem written by Alexander Smith, and first performed on March 23, 1874 in the University of Michigan's Sheldon Hall on the occasion of the death ofThe F-35 Joint Strike Fighter is hitting a rough patch in the firmament of military aviation. To the surprise of no one, there are cracks in the armor of Lockheed Martin’s six-year, $392 billion contract
with the United States Air Force. First, the F-35 is mired in a stink with the Navy and the Marines. Operational problems with the Marine Corps version of the F-35 have been nothing short of spectacular. The MV-22 Osprey has been subjected to a shakedown program of epic proportions, as have the aviators whose job it is to fly the thing. Yet, the
F-35C has just about stopped taking off. Last week, for the first time in more than a month, a Marine F-35C landed on the deck of the USS Essex, the carrier that also is home to the Navy’s two F/A-18 Super Hornet squadrons, and that’s about all the carrier needs these days, considering the F-35C is capable of taking off on its own from just about

anywhere in the world. By and large, the F-35 is an impressive aircraft. It possesses superb stealth characteristics, can take off and land from short runways, and is capable of vertically landing and taking off like a helicopter. What’s more, it is totally mobile — meaning you can fly it anywhere. What’s not to like? Well, a lot, apparently. Because when
the F-35s aren’t bitching about humidity in the Southwest or rummaging around in the sky like a 747, they’re trying to figure out why their electronic-warfare jammers aren’t working properly. When they can’t do that, they’re working on the dizzying array of weapons they are carrying. They’re working on how to configure them properly, that is. After

a recent exercise with the F-35s, the Marines noted that they could “waggle” the F-35s around and most of them were able to fire their missiles. The can-do nature of the F-35 is mind-boggling, but also a real problem. If you can wagg
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